
 

H I! or should I say HIGH? And HIGH it’s been, nothing but High's since the last newsletter. High oil and gasoline prices; high 
seasonal temperatures; a higher than usual number of hurricanes; and high death tolls from hurricanes, earthquakes and insurgent 

atrocities in Iraq; high numbers of gun related crimes in Toronto during the Summer ; there was also an abnormally higher incidence of air 
disasters, eight from February to September, with five of them in August alone. 
     Gasoline prices seem relatively high today. While it's true that prices at the pump are significantly higher now than they were last year, 
higher fuel prices have only set back households by an average of $25 a month since 2004. Temperatures have remained above normal for 
more than 8 years with the exception of the springs of 2002 and 2004. Evidence is now mounting that global warming has contributed to re-
cent intense tropical storms. The number of category 4 and 5 hurricanes worldwide has nearly doubled over the past 35 years, even though the 
total number of hurricanes has dropped since the 1990s. 
     It’s been a bad Summer with the high number of plane crashes around the world. There were nineteen crashes from January 2004 to Sep-
tember 2005, and in each event, at least one passenger was killed except for the Air France A340-300 in Toronto on August 02, 2005.These 
events include all jet passenger flights and turboprop accidents involving models with more than 10 passengers seats and which are used in 
airline service in North America and Western Europe. 
     During the Summer, I chalked up a higher than usual attendance record at air shows. After the Russell Group “Friendly Foes Over The 
Falls” air show that I mentioned in the August Propwash newsletter, I went on to enjoy four more air shows and one very interesting visit 
through the Bombardier Aerospace plant in Malton, Toronto. The Collingwood, Ontario “Gathering of the Classics”  event consisted mainly of 
static displays although the crowd was treated to a couple of low approach and flybys by the Minarski Lancaster Bomber from the Warplane 
Heritage in Hamilton, Ontario. Top of the list however goes to the St Catherine's “Wings & Wheels Niagara” event and the CNE air shows. 
The St Catherine air show was free for veterans and their spouses as was the VIP seating area with its free food and wine. Although the sched-
uled A-10 Thunderbolt “Warthog” did not appear at the show, the spectators were treated to an unexpected flyby performance by the awesome 
B-2 “Spirit” stealth bomber of the USAF. In contrast to this monstrous bat like aircraft was a flying demonstration by Scott Manning in his 
homebuilt BD5-J “Stinger” micro jet that weighs only 432lbs and is propelled by a Micro turbo TRS 18-1 jet engine weighing 85 lbs. 
       I found the CNE Air Show a rather ho-hum event. A flyover by a B-52 bomber was somewhat impressive. But without a doubt, I thought 
that the aerial displays of a P-51 Mustang powered by its humming Merlin engine plus a starring performance by a Russian Mig-17 were the 
true stars of the show. Another interesting performer was the Bombardier Q-400 (“Q” for quiet) regional aircraft powered by two Pratt & Whit-
ney  PW150-A engines driving Dowty, six bladed, swept propellers which provide rapid take off and climb performance together with low 
noise levels. The following week I was fortunate enough to be able to view the assembly of the Q400 on a tour of the Bombardier Plant in To-
ronto.  
    Two other special functions are worth mentioning that I attended in celebration of the “Year Of The Veteran 2005”. First was a concert and 
dance for veterans with music by Peter Appleyard and his band. Peter is acknowledged to be one of the worlds  five top vibraphonists. The 
evening was a delight to all of us who enjoyed his repertoire of music from the 40s. In the past twenty years, Appleyard has appeared at all the 
major jazz international jazz festivals; he has performed for many members of the British Royal family; he has worked with Hagwood Hardy, 
Maureen Forrester, Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett, Vera Lynn, Dinah Christie, Gordie Tapp, the Toronto Symphony, the R.C.M.P. Musical 
Ride, Walt Disney and Henry Mancini, to name a few. Then second to none, our Legion, Bronte Branch 486, put on a most delightful supper 
for all of its veteran members. Free unlimited drinks and wine were accompanied by a superbly prepared three course dinner which was high-
lighted by an interesting talk from our guest speaker, Rex Loring. I’m certain that many of you will recall Rex when he was an announcer on 
national radio and television. Rex was an Air Transport Pilot with the RAF during the Second World War and I had the honour of talking with 
him at which time I took the liberty to tell him about CMFEA. 
    Peter Appleyard and Rex Loring are both neighbours of our fair City of Burlington, they both reside next door to us in Oakville Ontario. 

From the editor — Bruce Dyer December 2005 

Visit us on the web. www.cmfea.ca 

S anta Claus, like all pilots, gets regular visits from the Federal Aviation Administration, and the FAA examiner arrived last week for the 
pre-Christmas flight check. In preparation, Santa had the elves wash the sled and bathe all the reindeer. Santa got his logbook out and 

made sure all his paperwork was in order. He knew they would examine all his equipment and truly put Santa's flying skills to the test. The 
examiner walked slowly around the sled. He checked the reindeer harnesses, the landing gear, and even Rudolph's 
nose. He painstakingly reviewed Santa's weight and balance calculations for the sled's enormous payload. Finally, 
they were ready for the check ride. Santa got in and fastened his seat belt and shoulder harness and checked the 
compass. Then the examiner hopped in carrying, to Santa's surprise, a shotgun. "What's that for!?" asked Santa 
incredulously. The examiner winked and said, "I'm not supposed to tell you this ahead of time," as he leaned over 
to whisper in Santa's ear, "but you're gonna lose an engine on takeoff." 

Get in on the April 01, 2006 Lottery Draw for a  FREE CMFEA LIFE MEMBERSHIP!  
Send in your 2006 membership dues prior to March 31st to qualify!  

The 3 stages of man — He believes in Santa Claus. He doesn't believe in Santa Claus. He is Santa Claus. 
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      Armed forces impaired by government red tape: study    
September 23, 2005  — A new study says government bureaucracy has left Canada's armed forces no choice but to keep spending billions to 
patch up old equipment rather than buy new. 
     The study from Queen's University's school of public policy in Kingston, Ont., warns that if government refuses to cut the red tape and 
speed up approval of military requests for new equipment, the country's armed forces will continue to crumble, along with its antiquated 
planes, ships and vehicles.  "The Department of National Defence has spent about $125 billion over the past 10 years, with very little to show 
for it," study contributor and retired Col. Howie Marsh told CJOH News in Ottawa. He added that the department's spending habits won't be 
changing anytime soon, as it plans to spend almost $1 billion over the next 10 years -- in spare parts -- to keep its fleet of 2,500, 25-year-old 
medium sized trucks on the road. That works out to almost $400,000 per truck. Spending that kind of money on old junk defies logic, said 
March, when buying new would be much cheaper. "How many of us would spend $500 a month to maintain a 1980 car, when we know that 
we can go to the bank or dealer, and for $300 a month, lease a brand new car? 
     "This is the position the Department of National Defence is in." Marsh explained DND's dilemma using this example: Canada's air force 
desperately needs to replace its aging fleet of 32 Hercules aircraft; but a replacement project would require cabinet approval and agreement 
from nine other departments -- a process which could take years. The university study also questions the huge cost of the running of national 
defence headquarters, when Canada's fighting force is so comparatively small. "We have to ask ourselves the question," said Marsh. "With 
only three brigades, with only 15 ships, with only a hundred-some aircraft -- why do you need 12,000 people to administer such as small tacti-
cal force?" 
      Earlier this month, Defence Minister Bill Graham said he will approach cabinet this fall with proposals to buy new equipment for Canada's 
military -- some of which he hopes to have before he sends combat troops to Afghanistan in February. He said, however, that given the nature 
of military procurement, he doubted that "we would be able to acquire anything ... for next February, although we might be able to acquire 
isolated pieces of equipment. "Major purchases take longer."  
      In the meantime, the 1,200 Canadian combat troops slated to join U.S.-led operations in southern Afghanistan early next year will rely on 
other coalition countries for resources they don't have, such as helicopter transport.  
     Graham's plan to go to cabinet comes as a result of the February budget's promise of a $12.8-billion increase in defence spending over five 
years and April's defence policy statement, which charted the military's new course. But the increases to the $13.5-billion defence budget 
amount to only $500 million this year and $600 million next year. 
     The budget for the Canadian Forces needs to be doubled to about $30 billion a year and the military should enlist thousands more personnel 
if Canada is to secure the country and its sovereignty, says a new report by the Senate Defence Committee. Equipment also needs to be up-
dated. The current defence budget earmarked for 2005-2006 is $14.3 billion. The report suggests upping that to between $25 billion to $35 
 billion. The number of people in uniform should be bumped up to 90,000, from  its current strength of 62,000, says the report. 
      Another challenge facing the Canadian Forces is the length of time it takes to replace aging equipment. Currently, it takes about 15 years. 
The report suggests reducing that time by buying used gear or purchasing equipment already in production. 

If  hurricane Katrina did anything for our military, aside from 
giving a few unexpecting army engineers a serious case of 

seasickness, it was to point out once again how sorely underequiped 
our forces are, particularly when it comes to rapid air transport. 
What aid we could supply took the slow way down the eastern sea-
board, sidestepping a tropical storm en route and arriving in Biloxi a 
dismal two weeks after our biggest and best neighbour’s worst dis-
aster. 
     To add insult to injury, Robert Milton, of all people, had Air 
Canada on the scene with an Airbus and a handful of flight atten-
dants lending a hand before our ships were even loaded and ready 
for another Paul Martin feel good photo-op. The great Canadian 
albatross (Air Canada) can still spread its wings and fly when Na-
tional Defence can’t.  

CANADA COMMAND 
The Canadian Forces formerly announced the establishment of 
Canada Command, a new headquarters concept that will ostensibly 
provide an efficient joint response co-ordination center that will 
combine the resources and personnel of all three service branches. 
According to the official spin, Canada Command will be an all-
singing-all-dancing cure-all for our military. 
     Now we are being told that with the establishment of Canada 
Command, Canadians can expect an improved response to any fu-
ture natural disaster or possible terrorist attack. We are assured by 
the commanding powers that the creation of a new headquarters in 
addition to the existing infrastructures was not simply “adding a 
layer” to the already complex chain of command. It was explained 
that, should there be a future security threat or natural disaster within 
Canada’s borders, Canada Command will assume control of all per-
sonnel and material assets necessary to mount the appropriate re-
sponse. 
     Sounds simple enough. That is until one realizes that Canada 
Command will not possess any dedicated resources beyond a hand-
ful of staff officers. Last December 2004 when a tsunami shattered 
South East Asia, Canada’s disaster assistance relief team  (DART) 
clearly illustrated the folly of such a concept. Without dedicated 
personnel or equipment, it took nearly two weeks for DART to 
scrape together its “rapid response” team from bases across Canada, 
and then had to rent two Russian cargo planes to transport them to 
Sri Lanka.  
     In the recent past, whether it was the DART  effort in Sri Lanka, 
maintaining our mission in Kabul, or even the 1998 ice storm re-
sponse, it was the shortage of assets that proved problematic and not 

the manner in which they were operationally structured. Centraliz-
ing joint operation under Canada Command without the addition of 
strategic airlift and new troops is like a delivery company without 
trucks and drivers appointing a new dispatcher. If indeed, the Chief 
of Defense Staff’s vision of Canada Command is simply that of 
layering a stable foundation to which the military can start adding 
new resources, then lets hold our applause until those promised (and 
as yet unfounded) assets begin to materialize. 
     One ominous sign that Canada Command will become another 
costly bureaucratic boondoggle is the announcement that DND pur-
chasers are buying up new office space to accommodate the new 
infrastructure. The last thing our armed forces need is more desks 
and real estate. 
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W e are going to begin a new feature in Propwash, 
called “BIOGRAPHIES”. I invite anyone who would 

like to have their biography put in Propwash to submit a 
write up and a picture of yourself to Geoff Brogden. I 
hope that the members will respond to this request so 
that we can better get to know you. Maybe you have 
someone in mind who might be interested to have their 
biographical profile published in this new department? 

I WANT YOU—YES, YOU!  

to send m
e Stories,  

Newsworthy Articles,  

Experiences
 you had d

uring your
  

career as 
a Flight Engineer,  

Anecdotes, 
your biogr

aphy, etc .
 . 

. . 

PROPWASH WANTS YOU! 

PROPWASH needs  

Input from
 . . .  

YOU! UNCLE BRUCE 
WANTS YOU  

 
 

One of six children, I was born in 
1931 and raised in the BX area of 
Vernon BC. My interest in aviation 
was kindled in the early 1940s when 
a local man parked his home built 
aircraft in the BX Ranch field next 
to our farm. Upon reaching thirteen 
years of age, I enlisted in the local 
Army Cadets because I was too 
young for the Air Cadets at that time 
but the following year I switched to 
the Air cadets. To this day I remain 
associated with Aviation, airplanes, and people who chose to spend 
their lives in hours of boredom interspaced by a few moments of 
terror while strapped into a long cylinder. After spending many 
years flying around the world and working under many different 
conditions in areas from the Arctic to the Sahara desert, I would not 
change my life for any price. 
     During  High School, when I could get away from my scholastic 
studies, I spent every available moment at  the local airport. I ac-
quired my Private Pilots license in 1948 before I was seventeen 
years old.  
     I joined the RCAF in October 1949 and proceeded for training at 
No.2 Manning Depot at RCAF Station Aylmer, Ontario. My recol-
lections of Aylmer is that the hangars were full of captured German 
jet aircraft , I wonder what happened to them. I was then posted to 
RCAF Station Trenton for contact training at 102 Communication 
Flight. Early in 1950, I was posted to RCAF Camp Borden for my 
technical training , the birth place of the RCAF. It was here that I 
picked up the nickname of “Duke”. At that time, the Sons of Free-
dom Doukhobors were acting up in BC and anyone who was from 
BC was considered to be a Doukhobor, hence the name Duke 
evolved. Next, I was posted to No.1 Instrument Flying School at 
RCAF Station Centralia, Ontario. On arrival, I was assigned to 
maintain six Expeditor aircraft. I was also a member of the Crash 
crew and spent lots of time picking up pieces of Harvard's that were 
flown by training NATO pilots. Next came a base posting to No.1 
Flying Training School. In May1952, I was posted to Joint Service 
Experimental Station located at Fort Churchill Manitoba. Here we 
had a small unit of about 50 Air Force personnel who were sur-
rounded by thousands of Army, Navy, and USA Army people. Be-
ing a small unit, I got to do many different things. I was one of two 
Aero Engine/crewman. We had two Norseman aircraft outfitted with 
either wheels, skis or floats. I went on a few camping trips out on the 
tundra of the NWT (North West Territories) tending to broken air-
craft and/or to those that had become lost in the barrens. One trip 
stands out in my mind, it was a mercy flight to the Back River north 
of Baker Lake. At that time, the maps were blank and only depicted 
big lakes. Word had come to us that Eskimos were starving at Back 
River in the NWT, so off we went to Baker Lake in a Norseman 
with a pilot and myself as crewman. We stopped at Baker Lake to 
pickup supplies, a Mountie and an Eskimo who had previously been 

The RCAF Memorial Museum in Trenton, ON, recently bought 
the Canadair Yukon CC-106 aircraft , No 932 from Ecuador for 
$1,000 U.S. but needs at least another $300,000 to bring it home. 
     To help raise money, the museum has set up a 30-member 
“Save the Yukon Committee,” made up mostly of former Yukon 
aircrew members. Donations are welcome. Please send them to the 
“Yukon Trust” RCAF Memorial Museum Foundation, at Box 
1000 Stn. Forces, Astra, ON K0K 3W0. 

     Canada would be utterly incapable of dealing with a major crisis 
of this sort on home  soil. Should Vancouver Island ever take the 
great leap out into the Pacific Ocean, as it is expected to eventually 
do, exactly how would we be able to lend a hand? Pray that Air 
Canada or Westjet have some extra seats and start flying people out? 
Or break the DART down into FedEx-friendly flight packages for 
quicker deployment by FedEx aircraft. Another option might be to 
break dart down into EXPRESSPORT-friendly packs and hope that  
Canada Post gives us their one-time-only disaster discount? 
     Perhaps we’ll just get lucky and have our navy on the right coast 
at the right time, fully loaded and ready to go. 
     Our deficiencies have become embarrassingly obvious, our abil-
ity to assist either  in combat or disaster situations increasingly hin-
dered to the point of comedy by poor planning, procurement, and 
infrastructure. Yet, Martin has the audacity to stand up before the 
United Nations and chastise its members for being all talk and no 
action?! 
     We should know more this fall about the military’s plan concern-
ing big ticket hardware purchases, and you can bet that heavy-lift 
transport will be high on the list. But while Billy Graham has indi-
cated that he intends for the procurement process to move from a 
time scale normally reserved for geologists to something that might 
allow us to buy a plane while air flight is still considered a modern 
form of transportation, just how hard this process is pushed forward 
will speak volumes about the length his government will go to put 
teeth in the ever growing mouth that is Liberals good intentions. 
    For the record, did you know that a 2002 DND briefing note 
stated that, based on the CF's future strategic airlift needs, a charter 
company would have to guarantee access to two An-124s within 48 
hours of a request, and two more within seven days. These aircraft 
would have to be available for approximately 1,000 flying hours per 
year. Such an arrangement would cost approximately $8.5-billion 
over a 30-year period ($280-million annually) - approximately the 
same cost as purchasing 12 A400M or six C-17 aircraft.  
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to Back River by dog team. As soon as we were airborne, the native 
had no idea where we were going or where we came from so we 
flew back to Baker Lake and dropped him off. Now this time, we 
flew west to Schultz, Beverly and north to Gary Lake and then  to 
Back River. At the mission  we found  a starving oblate RC Priest, 
Father Byliard and dead Eskimos piled up like cord wood around the 
cabin. The priest informed us that the natives had stolen all his sup-
plies and went off on a hunt trying to find caribou. We took off to try 
to find them and when we spotted them, we noticed a straggler that 
had been left behind by the main party. We landed and picked up the 
straggler, an old man they had left behind to starve because they 
were out of food. Needless to say, we were not too popular bringing  
back another mouth to feed. We dropped off our supplies to the Es-
kimos but the Mountie said we could not give the priest any of the 
rations. So I gave the priest most of our emergency food plus my 
spare 303 ammunition. After departing for Baker Lake, we sighted 
some caribou. I wanted to land and shoot them for the people,  but 
the Mountie forbid it as I didn't have a hunting licence. We then re-
turned to the Back River camp were we picked up an Eskimo and 
flew him to the caribou site where he shot some caribou, then we 
flew him with all the kill back to the camp. A few  years later the 
same RC priest was murdered at his cabin. In time, the Norseman 
was replaced by two Otter and a Dakota aircraft. 
     In May of 1954, I was promoted to Corporal and posted to RCAF 
Station Sea Island, Vancouver. (Just reward). At Sea Island, 
#121C&R had received their first Otter aircraft and I was volun-
teered to teach the Otter aircraft to them. While HRH The Duke of 
Edinburgh was visiting Vancouver, we flew him to visit the con-
struction of Alcan at Kitimat.  
      Later, I applied for Flight Engineer training on Lancaster air-
craft and went off to RCAF Station Summerside, Price Edward Is-
land to attend the Lancaster course at 2(M)OTU.  
     Upon graduation in December 1954, I was posted to 407 Sqn. at 
RCAF Station Comox, British Columbia. Among some of the inter-
esting trips, aside from chasing whales or submarines, were the ice 
recee flights out Resolute, Bay,  North West Territories in aid of the 
ships supplying  the DEW line along with associated side trips to 
Alert and Thule Greenland. The squadron deployed to Torbay, New-
foundland each year for exercises, with excursion flights to Bermuda 
and the Azores. The squadron sent me to the Royal Canadian Navy 
for a trip on a destroyer to California and Hawaii, this lasted six 
weeks. I didn't know why I was there and they didn't know either, so 
I had the run of the ship while watching our squadron flying escort. 
We deployed from San Diego in the South to Alaska in the North , 
and all points in-between. We went to Ireland for six weeks to the 
Royal Navy Joint Anti-submarine School in Londonderry, Ireland. 
This would be my first North Atlantic crossing out of more than 300 
before I finally lost count. The biggest highlight of my Comox tour 
happened after I came out of Resolute Bay, North West Territories 
to spend a weekend at Comox before going off to Bermuda for three 
weeks. By this time, the Lancaster's were getting rather tired and 
were being replaced by the Lockheed Neptune P2V7. This aircraft 
had two Wright 3350 piston engines and later two J34 jet engines 
were added. Boy, could she ever go, 350 Knots at sea level. The 
aircraft was a great crowd pleaser at air shows. 
     In  January 1961, I was posted to RCAF Station Summerside, 
Prince Edward Island for the next four years to instruct on Neptune's 
at 2(M)OTU . We flew trips to Florida, Bermuda, Newfoundland, 
Iceland, UK, Gibraltar, and the Azores. Three trips stand out in my 
mind. The first was during the Cuban missile crisis. During this time 
we had stopped training and were flying armed combat patrols track-
ing the Russian ships. The second was when President Kennedy was 
shot when we were put  again on full airborne alert. The third was a 

trip to White Sands, New Mexico for trials on using our aircraft and 
USN nuclear weapons. In October 1964, I was posted to 437 Sqn. at 
RCAF Station Trenton for conversion training on to the Yukon air-
craft. I flew many trips to Marville France which at that time was 
the headquarters for our NATO air force. I also flew each summer 
into Dusseldorf, Germany  for the Army rotations. During this time, 
we also flew into Cyprus in support of our UN troops. 437 Sqn  
normally flew three cross country flights per week across Canada, 
two or three passenger flights to Europe, plus cargo flights to Ed-
monton and Europe. One would build up flying time rather fast on 
NATO exercises in Norway, and flying troop rotations for UN, etc. 
In February 1965, I was promoted to Flight Sergeant.  
     One of my interesting flights was to East Africa, transporting 
CUSO volunteers to Uganda, Zambia, Madagascar, Tanzania, and  
Kenya. The oldest volunteer was about 75 years old and the young-
est was about 18. These people were being  dropped off as aid 
workers for a two year contract in the various countries. In 1967, I 
flew around the world, East bound, with Geoff Brogden as the other 
FE on the crew. We stopped in Brazil, Ghana, Dar es Salaam, New 
Delhi, Singapore, Canberra, Auckland, Hawaii and finally Trenton. 
This flight took 13 days and 22 hours to complete. Within three 
days of reaching home, I had to do three hours local flight training 
in order to keep current, and then depart for Dusseldorf. Such was 
the life in Air Transport Command. The RCAF colours faded out in 
1968 to make way for the green of CAF uniforms. In 1969, I flew a 
group of VIPs to Vandenberg AFB California to see the Anik satel-
lite launch. I also flew a group of VIPs to Cape Kennedy to view an 
early Gemini satellite launch. In October 1969, I was selected for 
Commissioning from the Ranks and attended charm school in Vic-
toria, British Columbia. 
     After Victoria, I was posted to 435 Sqn. at CFB Edmonton as 
Lieutenant Flight Engineer Leader on the C130 Hercules aircraft 
“welcome to Tactical  and formation flying”. One of  my early trips 
was to Resolute Bay for the 1970 Arctic Royal Tour. We flew 
Prince Charles and  the Duke of Edinburgh out to view the Pan Arc-
tic oil well fires. The crew was briefed NOT to call me "Duke" as 
we already had a real one on board. We still flew to Europe, only 
now, lower and slower. In 1971, we flew two Cadillac air condi-
tioned ambulances to Calcutta for flood disaster relief. I wonder 
how many sick people got to ride in them? People were camped out 
at the airport living in cement pipes that had been piled up for some 
future sewer installations. Talk about high rise living accommoda-
tions. In 1972, I flew out of Yellowknife on the search for M. Hart-
well who had turned to cannibalism to survive. Between 1971 and 
1974, I became a partner in an aviation company which owned and 
operated a B-25 aircraft outfitted as a flying fuel truck to transport 
fuel to construction and mining sites in northern British Columbia 
and the North West Territories. After two crash landings, we dis-
solved our company. During 1973 while on a Hercules around the 
world flight, we were put on hold at Bangkok to evacuate Canadians 
out of Saigon. Later that year I flew to Lagos, Nigeria to operate 
under the UN, flying relief supplies to Niger in Chad, because of  
the famine that had been caused by the Sahara desert. While at 
Dirkou in Chad, we broke the main landing gear on take-off and as 
a result of this damage, the gear would not go up or down. We flew 
to Edmonton with stops in Lages in the Azores and Torbay with the 
landing gear chained down logging 26 hours flight time over a dis-
tance of 6140 miles. In July 1974, I was posted to Air Transport 
Command Headquarters in Trenton as Staff Officer, Flight Engineer 
Training and Standards. In this position, I flew with all ATC units 
performing flight checks and operational evaluations of the various 
units. I completed FE courses on Cosmo, Twin Otter, and Boeing 
707 aircraft to enable me to do checks on crews. One interesting trip 
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 She was only a whisky maker but he loved her still 

Back L to R-Keith Tough, Harold Smith, Geoff Brogden, Bing Crosby, Pat Myles 
Front L to R-Lou Lourenco, Andre Turgeon, Phil Durette 

that stands out was on a Hercules aircraft from Trenton to Kula 
Lumpur, with stops at Edmonton, Elmendorf, Adak, Midway, Wake 
Island, Guam, Manila, Kula Lumpur, Hong Kong, Yokota, Elmen-
dorf, and Trenton.  
     In 1978, I was posted again to 437 Sqn., this time as the Flight 
Engineer leader on Boeing 707 aircraft. I became qualified as air 
refueller or gas passer, passing fuel to the F5 fighters. In November 
78, the squadron was busy flying the Vietnam Boat People from 
Hong Kong to Montreal and Edmonton. On New Years eve 1978, I 
was called out to fly to Ankara, Turkey to evacuate Canadians from 
Iran. We flew an around the world flight in May, stopping in Elmen-
dorf, Yokoda, Hong Kong, Singapore, Kula, Bangkok, Nairobi, 
Monrovia, Rio de Janeiro, Barbados, and home. 
     In March 1980, I took my release from the Canadian Armed 
Forces after having accumulated over 15,000 hours flying time and 
thirty plus years service. After leaving, I remained in the Ready Re-
serve. My awards consist of the Queen Elizabeth II Jubilee Medal, 
Canadian Forces Decoration and clasp, the NATO and UN medals. 
      I was employed by Pacific Western Airlines in Edmonton from 
1980 to 1982, conducting Hercules ground school for pilots. I went 
on contract in1982 as an instructor for PWA, Echo Bay gold mine, 
Soundair, Sky Tech International, NWT Air, and First Air teaching 
in ground schools for flight crews and mechanics on Hercules, Boe-
ing 707, 727, 737, and Lockheed Electra aircraft. I also conducted 
Cabin Crew training on Boeing 737,727, and 767 aircraft. I carried 
out flight simulator instruction and flew as a flight engineers on 
Lockheed Electra's and Hercules. On the Hercules, some of my work 
involved oil rig hauls in the high arctic in addition to three tours of 
flying in Angola Africa for the International Red Cross famine re-
lief. At that time Russian and Cubans were on one side of the civil 
war and South Africa, USA (CIA) on the other. This made for very 
interesting flights. The country was inundated with land mines so we 
were warned not to step off the pavement because these mines were 
planted everywhere. It seemed that all the men and boys there had 
AK- 47 machine guns. When a Russian aircraft departed, they fired 
off their anti-missiles flares setting the whole countryside on fire. 
We would then take off behind them without any anti-missile pro-
tection. I used to say, “boys we are in the wrong spot”!   
     We had two crews operating on each deployment and each tour 
lasted six weeks. It is interesting to note that the maintenance re-
quirements for the Hercules was carried out by the two Flight Engi-
neers and one or two mechanics. Our on time dispatch was 98 %,  
     For a time, the Yellowknife company based the Hercules in Win-
dsor, Ontario flying car parts every night from Windsor to Mexico 
City. Another interesting contract was one of operating out of Am-
sterdam, flying night freight to different countries. One night might 
be to Finland, next to Sweden, Ireland, Portugal, or the UK etc. I 
would do a three day re-current flight crew ground school, (which is 
a annual requirement), and then fly at night for four nights and then 
repeat the cycle.  
     I have finally managed to retire from Hercules simulator instruct-
ing, but I am still called upon to conduct initial Hercules Flight crew 
ground training, recurrent training, and mechanics type endorsement 
training. My total flying time is now 19,000 hours.  
     The greatest memories that I have from an aviation career span-
ning over 56 years are those of the many places that I have been 
fortunate enough to visit. But my number one memory is of the peo-
ple I have been associated with during that time. Airplanes come and 
go, but friends you make in the aviation world are friends for life.  

Geoff Brogden—Harold Smith—Bing Crosby 

T h e  O l d  a n d  T h e  N e w 
 
WO Monsigneur, Chief Basic Course FE, and course director 
Sgt Mac MacGregor, very capably set the stage on Septem-
ber 22 as a new basic FE course started with a course loading 
of five candidates. The staff at 426 Squadron had asked 
members of the CMFEA to be on hand for the afternoon to 
enlighten the students as of the life of an FE in years gone by. 
     It was indeed a pleasure to have a CMFEA member who 
had been trained as a flight engineer during WWII.  Not many 
of those types are left in captivity.  Harold Smith who recently 
celebrated his 85th birthday, journeyed with his wife from 
Kingston for the occasion and  passed on info to the class as 
to his postings and flight engineer training over 60 years ago. 
He also told of a mercy flight "Operation Eskimo"  from Dart-
mouth to Ivugivik at the top end of Hudson Bay on the north-
ern tip if Quebec. They went via Goose and Chimo. It was by 
Canso and it took 28 hrs and 20 minutes flying time, from the 
6th to the 11th Oct 1947.  He also answered questions con-
cerning early days as an FE.  Its amazing to reflect how much 
change there has been in training aids and facilities since 
then.  It was an afternoon filled with nostalgia.  
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A feeling of jealousy is common, and understandable, when we catch 
a flicker of movement out of the corner of our eyes, and look to see a 
bird flitting merrily through the air, as if it were so simple and mun-
dane to fly. Humankind has only achieved flight this century; other 
vertebrates have been perfecting the ability of flight for millions of 
years, and the insects were masters of the air long before that. So 
petty and crude we must seem to them, bound to the Earth by shack-
les of our own weight, only able to make crude imitations of their 
flight, and then only with the aid of bulky, noisy machinery. It's a 
humbling thought that we may have mastery over the land, but the 
majority of the Earth is a realm where no human can tread...  
     In previous newsletters articles, we examined the beginnings of 
flight, who was the first person to fly and what were the earliest 
known methods of propulsion to the present day. But what was the 
earliest creature on Earth to fly? Was it an animal or an insect? The 
truth is that no one is absolutely sure how or why flying creatures 
evolved on Earth, but the ability first appeared amongst insects. 
Flight is an amazing accomplishment, evolved only three times in 

the 500 million years of vertebrate history. By contrast, the inverte-
brates have only evolved flight once; in the insects, which were the 
first animals to evolve flight. The earliest fossils of winged insects 
have been found in Scotland and date the Early Carboniferous Pe-
riod of about 350 million years ago. These insects lived in an 
aquatic environment and the prevailing theory is that they share a 
common evolutionary history with crustaceans. 
     So how did flight evolve? — Two main theories: 
 Ground Up Scenario: Given a bipedal (running) ancestor 
of a flying lineage, flight must have proceeded from the ground into 
the air, assuming that the ancestor did not normally live in trees, or 
if there were no trees around. It is known from extant (living) ani-
mals that gliding is mainly useful from trees, so it can be safe to rule 
out a gliding ancestor in this case. A quadruped  would have prob-
lems evolving flight from the ground up: it would have to be able to 
be bipedal in order to use its wings at all . A cursorial (specialized 
for running) bipedal animal would have its arms free to do with 
them as it pleased while running, and its running speed would allow 
it to achieve the minimum speed necessary for liftoff. 
 Tree Down Scenario:  Given an arboreal (living in trees) 
ancestor of a flying lineage, flight must have proceeded from trees 
into the air. A semi-bipedal leaping and gliding animal could have 
evolved flight — leaping off trees would provide the acceleration 
and speed necessary for flight. Gliding is most useful in trees, so if 
the ancestor was a glider, then it must have co-opted its gliding 
structures into wings: it must have started to flap its gliding mem-
brane. If the ancestor was not a glider, then its wings must have 
developed from another function of the arms. These two hypotheses 
have been discussed since the 1880’s. But the problem is that nei-
ther is testable! 
     Why did flight evolve? — Several Main Hypotheses: 
 (1)  To help escape from predators 
 (2)  To help catch flying or speedy prey 
 (3)  To help move from place to place (leaping or gliding) 
 (4)  To free the hind legs for use as weapons 
 (5)  To gain access to new food sources or an unoccupied
        niche  
     These hypotheses also cannot be tested directly. They are inter-
esting ideas, and some may even be right. 
     So the problem is not whether flight evolved on the ground or in 
trees, but how the flight stroke evolved. Without this stroke, you 
can’t fly.  
      Flying insects and crustaceans share many common features, 
such as jointed legs and a jointed exoskeleton. Crustaceans live in 
water and are able to swim by rapidly flapping their jointed legs 
through the fluid. It is believed that the jointed wings of insects 
evolved from a pair of jointed legs that allowed the creatures to 
“swim” through the air much like crustaceans swim through water. 
The earliest wings were probably little more than flaps that could 
catch the wind and carry insects away from predators. Over the suc-
ceeding generations, the insects learned that flapping the wings 
could enable them to move through the air on their own. This evolu-
tion culminated in the incredibly fast and maneuverable insects we 
know today, creatures capable of flying in any direction, turning on 
a dime, and performing aerobatics a stunt pilot could only dream of. 
     The earliest flying insects found so far, though now extinct, 
where closely related to the dragonfly. Indeed, the first winged in-
sects were very similar in structure to the dragonfly we know today, 
a creature that has changed little for the past 200 million years. The 
earliest dragonflies, however, were much larger than modern spe-
cies. The biggest example ever found had a wingspan of two and a 
half feet. 
     After insects, the next earliest appearance of flight was a species 

Scott Manning is not only the pilot of the world’s smallest 
    jet, but he is also the builder. 
     The BD5-J known as the 
“Stinger” is one of six in the world, 
and the only one flying at air 
shows. The novel Stinger was built 
by Scott over a six year period, 
with an estimated construction time 
of about 6,000 hours. 
    Scott grew up in Kitchener, On-
tario, where he attended the Uni-
versity of Waterloo. He graduated 
with a degree in Environmental Studies and after graduating, went 
on to play professional football. Scott was an offensive lineman, 
and weighed over 290lbs. and could bench press over 500lbs. . . 
500lbs., more than the weight of the Stinger! After retiring from 
football, Scott began his aviation career and fell in love with aero-
batics and the BD5-J. 
     Today, at 6’3” tall and weighing 215lbs., Scott is one of the big-
gest BD5-J pilots in the world. Audiences are amazed to see some-
one so big fit into a jet so small. 
     The Stinger is only 12 feet long, weighs 450lbs, and has a wing-
span of 17 feet. The jet can take off in 1800 feet and land in 1000 
feet. Its top speed is 320mph and stalls at 67mph. Powered by an 
85lb Microturbo TRS 18-1, it can climb to a max running altitude of 
30,000ft at a rate of climb of 2,400 ft/min. The small engine is only 
27 inches long and 13 inches wide and develops 200 lbs thrust 
while the newer TRS 18-1 develops 325 lbs thrust. Microjets using 
the newer TRS 18-1 exhibit dramatically higher performance. The 
Stinger is taken to air shows by trailer and when disassembled , is 
only four and a half feet wide. This allows the Stinger to be assem-
bled in TV studios, malls and many other unusual places. The 
Stinger is also known as the James Bond jet from the movie 
“Octopussy” where James Bond flies the jet through the open doors 
of a hanger. The BD5-J has also done secret radar testing for the 
United States Government, making it one of the most unique jets in 
the world! 
     Scott’s performance in his Stinger, was, without a doubt, the 
highlight of the St Catherine's air show this Summer. 
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closely related to the dinosaurs called the 
pterosaur. The first pterosaurs evolved 
about 225 million years ago. Though other 
species of lizards or dinosaurs may have 
been able to glide, the pterosaur is believed 
to be the first vertebrate animal to achieve sustained flight with flap-
ping wings. New species of pterosaurs continued to evolve but the 
creature disappeared 65 million years ago during the mass extinction 
that wiped out the dinosaurs. 
     The largest fossil remains of a pterosaur ever found was that of 
an enormous beast with a wingspan over 50 feet across! Most scien-
tists consider pterosaurs to be related to dinosaurs but not true dino-
saurs themselves. Moreover, it is also believed that pterosaurs are 
not directly related to birds, creatures that 
evolve separately during the Late Jurassic 
Period. The earliest known bird was Ar-
chaeopteryx (meaning; ancient wing) that 
first appeared about 150 million years ago. 
Archaeopteryx seemed to be part bird and 
part dinosaur. Unlike modern day birds, it 
had teeth, three claws on each wing, a flat 
sternum (breastbone), belly ribs and a long 
bony tail. Like modern-day birds, it had feathers, a lightly-built body 
with hollow bones, a wishbone and reduced fingers. This crow-sized 
animal may have been able to fly, but not very far and not very well. 
Although it had feathers and could fly, it had similarities to dino-
saurs, including its teeth, skull, lack of horny bill and certain bone 
structures. Archaeopteryx had a wingspan of about 1.5 feet and was 
about 1 foot long from beak to tail. It probably weighed from 11 to 
18 ounces. Archaeopteryx is the first bird and is the closest relative 
that we must consider when discussing the origin of flight in birds, 
because later birds are more modified in structure, and hence are 
inaccurate models for understanding the origin of flight in the avian 
lineage. It was not a powerful flyer and it seems it was not much of a 
glider either. Then how do vertebrates manage to overcome the 
weight of their bodies in order to take to the skies? So let’s look how 
different animals move through the air. And then see what flight is 
all about. 
     Technically there are four generalized “levels” of motion through 
the air if you are a vertebrate (or for that matter, any other organ-
ism). If you can do one of the “upper levels”, you can probably suc-
ceed at any of the “lower levels”. These levels are as follows: 
 1.  Parachuting: In the most general definition of para-
chuting, any animal can parachute—basically, falling is parachuting. 
Parachuting is defined as descent with an angle between the direc-
tion of parachuting and the horizontal axis of greater than 45 de-
grees. Better parachuters fall more slowly, because they have a lot of 
surface area relative to their weight, and so drag forces are higher, 
which slows down the objects descent. So parachuting focuses on 
maximizing drag forces in order to slow the objects fall. Many 
plants use parachuting to disperse their seeds, and of course humans 
use parachutes when jumping out of airplanes and such. 
 2.  Gliding: Gliding is basically a more elaborate form of 
parachuting; it is when the angle of descent is less than 45 degrees 
(gliders tend to go longer horizontal distances as a result). Gliding 
works by having a gliding airfoil design that generates lift forces, 
keeping the animal in the air longer. Streamlining is important in 
gliders to reduce drag forces. Gliding is actually common among 
vertebrates; several reptiles, mammals and even ray-finned fish have 
evolved gliding. In fact most vertebrate groups have living and/or 
extinct members that could glide. 
 3.  Flight: You can immediately tell if an animal is flying 
by looking at it while it is moving — if it flaps its wings, then it is 

Pterosaur 

 
                  

Www.veteranvoice . info  
     VeteranVoice.info exists to help keep veterans and Canadian 
Forces service personnel, soldiers, sailors, aircrew, and their fami-
lies informed. Veterans, current and future, should not rely solely 
on the word of official institutions, including the federal govern-
ment. Veterans, serving members and their families must be fore-
warned of any such actions that may jeopardize the hard-earned 
rights of veterans and to allow for appropriate counter-steps and 
initiatives to safeguard and enhance those rights. It exists as a fo-
rum to post and access information concerning new legislative ini-
tiatives, changes in policies and directives, and identify problem 
areas that may effect veteran benefits and entitlements. The site 
exists to provide a forum for all Canadian veterans, serving mem-
bers and their families to have access to information pertaining to 
veteran rights, regardless of whether they are a member of a vet-
eran organization or not. 

www.lancastermuseum.ca 
     Honoring all those associated with Bomber Command during 
WWII and commemorating the activities of the British Common-
wealth Air Training Plan. 

http://www.glcnovelties.com/wings/html/Historic/ 
      Aviation Search Engine and Directory. One of the best sites 
available on the web to find what you are looking for in the world 
of aviation. 

http://www.esa.int/esaCP/index.html 
     ESA—The European Space Agency is Europe's gateway to 
space. 

http://www.dauntless-soft.com 
      Dauntless Software Providing private pilot and IFR ground 
school tutors. Excellent site for the latest aviation news. . . . 

flying. Gliders and parachuters don’t move their “wings”; they pas-
sively descend through the air. True flyers have more control over 
their descent — they can flap their wings to produce thrust (ref: 
Propwash, August 1999, page 1) for added speed and lift for added 
height. True flyers can thus move horizontally and even ascend at a 
steady speed, unlike gliders and parachuters (unless a strong wind 
carries them up). True flight has only been evolved in vertebrates  
three times; in the pterosaurs (winged lizards), the birds, and the 
bats.  
 4.  Soaring: Soaring animals appear to be only gliding be-
cause they don't flap their wings. Soaring is actually very different, 
and requires specific physiological and morphological adaptations. 
Soaring uses the energy of surrounding air to keep the animal at a 
constant altitude. It is often described as analogous to “falling down 
an up escalator”. A soaring animal does not flap its wings except to 
take off and land, or to make slight adjustments while soaring. Only 
particularly large animals can be efficient soarers. This form of 
flight has only been achieved by a few animals over the course of 
evolution; the larger pterosaurs and some large birds are the only 
known soaring animals.      (to be continued) 

BLONDE ON THE SUN— A Russian, an American, and a Blonde 
were talking one day. The Russian said, 'We were the first in space!" 
The American said, "We were the first on the moon!" The Blonde said, 
"So what? We're going to be the first on the sun!" The Russian and the 
American looked at each other and shook their heads. "You can't land 
on the sun, you idiot! You'll burn up!" said the Russian. To which the 
Blonde replied, "We're not stupid, you know. We're going at night!" 
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I  had the opportu-
nity to examine the 
Canadian Air 
Force’s trainer, the 

Raytheon CT-156 Har-
vard II at the St Cath-
erine’s air show. Pow-
ered by a basic turbo-
prop, it boasts an impressive thrust-to-weight ratio, offering an ini-
tial climb rate in excess of 3,300 feet per minute. It reaches 18,000 
feet in less than six minutes and can do sustained 2G turns at 25,000 
feet. Its small PT6 engine is a lightweight turboprop, reverse-flow 

engine providing 
a power range 
from 580 to 920 
shaft horsepower 
(ESHP). It is the 
most popular gas 
turbine engine in 
its class. The PT6 
also powers most 
turboprop trainers 
in operation or in 
development in 
the Western 
World. In these 

applications, the engine features a special oil system for inverted 
flight.  
     The air enters the engine through the inlet screen; it is then com-
pressed by a multi-stage compressor and fed to the combustion 
chamber where it is mixed with fuel and ignited. 
     The hot gas expands through two turbine stages; the first drives 
the compressor and the accessories; the second mechanically inde-
pendent from the first, drives the propeller shaft by means of a re-
duction gearbox. Finally, the hot gas is discharged through the ex-
haust ducts. With the shafts split as they are, one could theoretically  
hold the prop from turning as the engine is started up (but don’t try 
this one at home or on the ramp)! 

A nother interesting engine that I saw during my tour of the Bom-
bardier Aerospace facility in Toronto was the Pratt & Whitney 

100. What makes this turbine engine so unique is its high and low 
pressure centrifugal compressor section. It was a surprise for me to 
see this engine with its centrifugal compressors as most engines for 
the past decade have been of the axial flow compressor design. 
     This P&W 100 and its 
family of turboprop en-
gines is the leading re-
gional airline power plant in 
operating economics, re-
liability and durability, 
regularly achieving on-
wing times of over 12,000 
hours, an exceptional 
achievement considering its 
operation on flights nor-
mally less than one hour. Imagine….in the entire world three out of 
every four modern regional turboprops are powered by the PW100.  
In its fifteen years of evolution the PW100 has grown from 2000 
shaft horsepower to more than 5000 shaft horsepower, while incor-
porating the latest advanced technologies from other Pratt & Whit-
ney engines such as the PW4000 powering the large commercial 
airliners. The P&W-100 is a two spool turbomachine incorporating 

Michel Drapeau, in Volume 11, Issue 5 of “Esprit de 
Corps” magazine investigates a bloated NDHQ. His con-
clusions:The Canadian military has the unenviable record 
of having the highest ratio of generals-to-troops in NATO 
and the salary and benefits paid to 223 senior DND/CF 
officials amounts to $33 million a year. Moreover, there 
are now twice as many "civilian generals" as uniformed 
generals and flag officers and that number has been 
growing at a furious pace since the early 1990s. "General 
A.G.L (Andy) McNaughton, credited to be the architect of 
the Canadian Army just preceding WW11," he writes, 
"must be rolling in his grave." with about 75 Generals 
commanding just 56,000 troops! 

Highlights of the CMFEA Minutes Executive Meeting 
           - October 20, 2005 
Meeting was attended by Gerry  Homer, Don Steers, Ray McIntosh, 
Mac MacGregor, Bing Crosby and Geoff Brogden. 
Regrets - Clyde Lyon, Dave Tonner, Knock Knockleby, and Trevor 
Foss. 
     Financial report; We are in a reasonably sound position with all 
bills paid to date and 55 members renewing  memberships, of those 
there were 13 who had decided to opt for Life memberships, or are 
new members. This doesn't truly reflect our income as some in the 
past have paid for a number of years in advance, and in some cases 
up to 2009. Bottom line shows a bank account of $ 14,005.98. 
Heads are above water and at roughly $1700.00 expenses per year 
we should last a while.  
      Rewording; Membership fee requirements. 
This held over item has led to a bit of controversy. In order to lessen 
the feeling that the serving members are being penalized by having 
to pay a yearly fee for perhaps up to 20 years, the ensuing discus-
sion settled on a compromise and the following amendment will be 
put in place. It will replace the second to last paragraph in the Home 
page of our Web Site.  Amendment  The following amendment tak-
ing effect 1 Jan 2006 reads - The membership fee is $10.00 per 
year, for a minimum of five payments, or until retiring from the ser-
vice, at which time members will have the choice of continuing 
with  $10.00 per year or pay a one time  $100.00  for a lifetime 
membership. 
     A discussion in regards to having those who have internet capa-
bility, to receive the Propwash via email. This certainly has merit 
and would save money. We may at sometime be forced to do this, 
but for now we will stay as is. 
     In an attempt to increase our membership, Mac will, through the 
military channels, contact all  "ex basic course" candidates who 

rugged twin centrifugal 
compressors with no 
variable geometry or 
interstage bearings for 
low complexity, two-
stage «free» turbine, 
two module configura-
tion, the reduction gear-
box and turbomachine 
each with its own data 
plate and logbook, elec-
tronic engine control with mechanical back-up for ease of pilot op-
eration and system redundancy, and conveniently located accesso-
ries for ease of maintenance.  
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Hotels & Campsites in the vicinity of West Edmonton Mall 
(these facilities are located in order of distance from the mall,  

EDMONTON 2006—JULY 21, 22 AND 23 
 

Fantasyland Hotel in The West Edmonton Mall 
Reservations — 1-800-737-3783 or 780-444-3000 

   www.fantasylandhotel.com 
Shuttle bus service available from the airport. . .  

    Accommodations $149/night (double).  
                                    (mention FE Reunion when booking). 

 
Friday, 21 Meet & Greet $15/per person. 
Saturday, 22 Banquet $35/per person 
Sunday, 23 Breakfast & Meeting $12/per person 
 
Cheques or Money Orders payable to; 

Jack Scoffin 
15232— 118th Street, NW 

Edmonton AB T5X 1R3 
For further info. Contact Jack at his email address; 

cirrus3@telus.net 
Note: Registration form is available for download on the 
CMFEA website—just click on the “Next Reunion” heading 
and then “Click on Wings” under —   

the “Edmonton Flight Engineers Reunion 2006” line. 

Full information (locations, rates, availability and bookings)  
for the above facilities are available on the web; 

Just enter the full name of the place with Edmonton typed in at the end 
of the name to access the facilities information presentation. 

Example—Comfort Inn Edmonton 

have now reached "Wings Standard". When they are found, we can 
give them their  "Free for one year subscription" to the Associa-
tion.  Hopefully some of them will wish to continue. 
     Advertising; A discussion on charging for advertising on our web 
site.  Most of us have very limited knowledge in this field, so it was 
decided to set up a committee, with our web master as chair and 
minimal numbers of 3 to 4 tops, to set out guide lines.  It would be 
advantageous to have the web site  "carry  itself". The thought of 
$10.00 a year was suggested, or perhaps per item. These are the 
things for our committee to decide. Main thing is to keep it con-
trolled and simple. In addition to FE's advertising on our web site 
there is the possibility of  "outsiders" also wishing to take advantage 
of the site and the potential of who it can reach. 
     Help manning the web site; There are quite a number of ad-
dresses that are in need of up dating, plus the odd other thing,  and 
Trev is only one man. There are no doubt several around, perhaps 
serving members who have some time and the expertise to lend a 
hand. This will be looked into. We also must remember Trev is the 
web master and we must not let  "too many cooks spoil the 
broth".  Perhaps the people here will be the same as in paragraph 7. 
     Memorabilia;  Ordering and mailing of some of our stock has 
begun. At present there are a few snags, and when these are ironed 
out we hope to add to our web site display and up the activity. Laser 
printing is in the offing, and may be something we can take advan-
tage of in the future. 
     Military FE Hosted Christmas Party; Ray had been asked by the 
present organizers Red McLean & company, if the CMFEA would 
take over this task. This function has been going on for some 30 or 
more years and always on December 27th regardless of the day of 
the week.  In the beginning it was held at the WO's and Sgt's  mess 
and organized by the serving members, then to the RCAF Wing, 
where due to numbers and cost, it was forced to move again, this 
time to the Legion. A number of years ago "other aircrew" were in-
vited.  Seemed like a good idea  at the time, and it was, and still is. 
However the thought of it being an FE Bash began slipping 
away, and lean towards the term Aircrew Bash. We as FEs are losing 
our identity fast enough through evolution and the advent of the two 
man cockpits - we don't need any self induced help. In an attempt to 
bring it back to where it belongs, Gerry Homer with whatever assis-
tance from the rest of us that he requires, has agreed to be the Head 
Honcho in this endeavor and take over the organizing, complete with 
an official name for the get together on December 27th (the usual 
$5.00 fee is charged for Pizza snacks). It will be known as "The 
Military FE Hosted Christmas Party". To this end and to ensure as 
many as possible come, Gerry will be advertising in the Air force 
magazine as well as any other place that will allow us a line or 
two. Our web site, the museum and its web site, and the Contact, to 
name a few. Lets bring it back to life.   
     Geoff Brogden 

                RCAF 426 Squadron Association (Quinte) Reunion 
June 05 - 08, 2006 at CFB Trenton, Ontario 

Contact: Joe Sare, P.O. Box 418, Brighton, ON. K0K 1H0 
Tel. (613) 475-3817 Email: jomars@sympatico.ca 

 

"Now I know what a dog feels like watching TV."  
 

A DC-9 captain trainee attempting to check 
out on the 'glass cockpit' of an A-320. 

West Edmonton Mall Inn   across 90th Ave   1-800-737-3783 
   from the Mall  
   
Comfort Inn  17610—100 Avenue 1-800-228-5150 
                 (10 blocks north of the Mall) 
 
West Harvest Inn               17803 Stony Plain Road 1-800-661-6993 
                  (10 blocks north of the Mall) 
 
Executive Royal Inn 10010—178 Street  1-800-661-4879 
   (10 blocks north of the Mall) 
 
Best Western  18035 Stony Plain Road 1-800-557-4767 
   (10 blocks north and 
   1 block west of the Mall) 
 
Holiday Inn Express 10017—179A Street 1-877-483-4001 
   (10 blocks north and 
   1 block west of the Mall) 
 

Campsites 
 

Glowing Embers R.V. Park Junction of Highway 16A  1-877-785-7275 
            and Highway 60  
   (approx 12 km west of Edmonton) 
 
Shaker’s Acres R.V. Park 21530—103 Avenue 1-877-447-3565 
   (approx 3 km northwest of 
   Fantasyland Hotel) 
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Fal l en  Eagles  

 A.A. DRACKLEY August 18, 2005. 
 
 JIM HILL  July 05, 2005. 

 
 GORD CUTLER          October 23, 2005 

We extend our sincere condolences to the families and 
friends of these comrades who recently passed away. 

Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

PROPWASH —— Website; <http://www.cmfea.ca> 
Association President 

Geoff Brogden —— (613) 392-1905 —— gbrogden@sympatico.ca 
324 Edward Dr., Consecon  ON  K0K 1T0 

Editor 
Bruce Dyer —— (905) 639-6709 —— brudye@sympatico.ca 

701 Castleguard Cr., Burlington  ON  L7N 2W7 
FE Website Editor 

Trevor Foss —— (613) 392-6954 or (613) 392-2811 Loc 3670 
tkfoss@sympatico.ca 

64 O’Neil Cr., Trenton  ON  K8V 5Y6  
Members – please submit changes of home or email addresses to: 

Ray Trepanier ---- (519) 680-7625 ---- rtrepanier@uniserve.com 
 222-2025 Meadowgate Blvd. London  ON  N6M 1K9 

Visit us on the web. www.cmfea.ca Tally-Ho! Ho! Ho! 

Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year 

A.A. Drackley — Alf enlisted in the RCAF in 1940 and served for 
27 continuous years as a Flight Engineer. His wartime flying was 
in the maritime role, operating from bases on the East Coast. Alf 
flew over 1300 hours on long-range submarine patrols and searches 
in Canso and Catalina aircraft earning him the coveted Operational 
Wing and Bar. In 1944 he was commissioned. At war’s end he 
accepted a reversion in rank and remained in the service. He was 
assigned to 426 Squadron in Air Transport Command in 1948. Two 
years later this squadron was tasked by the United Nations to airlift 
supplies in support of the Korean War. Alf flew over 400 hours 
during this Korean airlift maintaining and servicing aircraft along 
the route. He was awarded the prestigious Air Force Medal for his 
individual contribution to the success of this operation. Alf ceased 
flying as a Flight Engineer in 1951. In 1964, Alf was posted to El 
Arish in Egypt. During his tour he was very fortunate to have his 
wife Odette along with him for approximately 6 months. Odette 
stayed in Gaza and Port Said during which time she toured Egypt. 
His retirement in 1967 as a Senior Warrant Officer marked the end 
of a remarkable career and a truly remarkable man. He was an ex-
traordinary person and will be missed by all who knew him. 
      Ted Potekal 
Jim Hill — Jim and I met in the late 1950s after his arrival in Can-
ada from England and service in the RAF.  We were both em-
ployed as airframe technicians in 412 Transport Sqn working on 
many different types of aircraft.  One incident that I particularly 
recall was one involving a Dakota, and an emergency landing at 
the Pembroke (ON) Airport, due, they said, to a perceived runaway 
propeller. Keep in mind that Jim and I were new to the job at this 
time, and he just happened to be the crewman on this particular 
flight.  After some deliberation, the powers that be decided that Jim 
would need help to change this ‘defective’ piece of equipment and, 
consequently, I was deployed to Pembroke to assist.  We spent an 
entire day changing the CSD only to find that upon run-up, the 
only problem was a faulty RPM gauge .  We had a lot of laughs 
over that one!  Looks like we weren’t the only rookies on board! 
     Jim was the very proud owner of an MG convertible sports car 
in his younger days, and I remember, being on course with him in 
Trenton and commuting back to Ottawa with him on the weekends 
in that car.  I can’t help smiling when I remember the very British 
air he adopted when out and about – the cap, the flowing scarf and 
the sunglasses all, of course, part of the sports car owner experi-
ence! Such drama - he was a sight to behold….. 
     Because Jim didn’t play often, few people knew that he was an 
excellent golfer.  On occasion he was known to hustle the odd 
navigator or pilot for free green fees, a meal and a beer after the 
game, having ‘cleaned their clocks’ admirably! 

     Jim took up sailing after leaving the military and Nation Air and, 
I am sure, spent many happy years on his boat with Barb in tow. 
     Jim and I worked together for many years in Transport Group.  
We flew on Dakotas, Cosmos, Yukon's, Hercules and the 707s.  
While we went our separate way for a time when Jim was trans-
ferred to 435 Sqn in Edmonton, and I went back to 412 Sqn in Ot-
tawa, we touched base again in the 1980’s when we were both trans-
ferred back to 436 Sqn in Trenton. 
     As we grow older we tend to grow apart, and our relationship 
was no exception to this life rule.  While we saw little of each other 
in recent years, I often thought about Jim, what he was doing and 
how he was keeping.  He was a good friend and I’ll always have 
fond memories of him.    Rest in peace, old friend. 
    Hopper MacDonald,  CWO (Ret’d) 

Location 
The Region of Peel - Mississauga Ontario 

On the Lake Ontario Waterfront Trail at the SE corner of  
Lakeshore Road East and Hydro Road, west of Dixie Road 

Text from the Plaque 
     In May, 1915, Curtiss Aeroplanes and Motors, Ltd. estab-
lished Canada's first aerodrome and flying school on this site. 
The school, and the Curtiss aircraft factory on Strachan Avenue 
in Toronto were managed by John A.D. McCurdy, Canada's first 
aviator. Most of the graduates went to England at their own ex-
pense, to join the Royal Flying Corps or the Royal Naval Air 
Service. When the Royal Flying Corps, Canada, was created in 
January, 1917, its first flying units were based at Long Branch. 
Later that year, when Armour Heights and Leaside were pre-
pared for flying, Long Branch became the ground training school 
for the cadet wing of the R.F.C.  

 


